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                                    New opportunities abound for businesses that can harness the power of the cloud and data for new services, collaboration, and analysis. For security-conscious organizations, placing private, sensitive, or regulated data outside of a secure physical location can be considered too risky.

Intel® SGX is part of the Intel® confidential computing technology portfolio that allows businesses to take advantage of the cloud while staying in control of their data. Intel® SGX protects data actively being used in the processor and memory by creating a trusted execution environment (TEE) called an enclave. Users can scale the amount of trusted code inside an enclave from an entire application with thousands of lines of code to a single function with just few dozen, minimizing the attack surface and access to sensitive data. This level of application isolation is only available for the data center through Intel® SGX.
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Intel® SGX currently provides the smallest trust boundary in the data center compared to other confidential computing technologies. With Intel® SGX, only the code or functions inside the protected enclave can access confidential data. Other software in the virtual machine, cloud tenants, the cloud stack, and admins are not allowed access.
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Intel® SGX is designed to protect data in use with isolation, encryption, and attestation capabilities to help guard against threats while also allowing users to maintain control of and use of their data.
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Through remote attestation, Intel® SGX allows users to verify that an enclave is truly an Intel® SGX enclave—and that it’s using the latest security updates and information—before any data is shared.
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Training and inferencing AI models with sensitive, confidential, or regulated data require an enhanced level of protection. Intel® SGX not only helps keep data confidential, but it also helps shield proprietary models and software IP from theft or modification.
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International companies are affected by data privacy, sovereignty, and geolocation regulations that can vary from country to country. Intel® SGX is designed to help them stay compliant and in control by giving only authorized users or verified software access.
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Pool data across departments, businesses, and even countries across the globe for multiparty analysis while preserving data confidentiality between parties with the granular level of isolation capabilities offered by Intel® SGX.
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		Our confidential computing portfolio offers three security technologies to meet the unique needs and regulatory requirements of businesses of all sizes across industries. With application isolation, VM isolation, and operator-independent, multicloud attestation capabilities, you can choose the level of security you need to realize more value from your data while remaining protected and compliant.
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        Enable zero trust attestation that verifies the trustworthiness of compute assets at the network and edge and in the cloud.
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Security professionals can connect with Intel partners, OEMs, and cloud service providers and discover how Intel® SGX products and solutions can help solve the toughest security challenges.
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Developers can download essential Intel® SGX tools, guides, SDK packages, and more to get solutions to market faster.
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Industry researchers and curious security professionals can explore our ongoing product security assurance for Intel® SGX and other Intel® security technologies.
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Microsoft Selects Azure Confidential Computing Using Intel® SGX
 
Microsoft now hosts their e-commerce payment services on Azure Confidential Computing in the public cloud, having already moved US$25 billion in annual credit card transactions to the cloud as of November 2023.
 
To help meet or exceed current PCI DSS standards, Microsoft uses Azure confidential computing and Intel® SGX application enclaves running Azure Kubernetes Service node pools.
 
Learn why Microsoft trusts Azure with Intel® SGX
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